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south end gem
by Elise Bainbridge
Gallery Director for Anne Neilson Fine Art

Not everyone’s eye is drawn to the same style or

even experienced collectors, my advice is to pur-

times difficult to find, our 2,000 square foot gallery

art period. While I am personally drawn to more con-

chase art that you love. If you find a piece of art that

is a gem in historic South End representing over 30

Almost everyday at the Gallery, I am asked by a

temporary pieces, gallery owner, Anne Neilson, is

speaks to your heart, then buy it, especially if it’s an

artists from The US, Canada, Europe, and Australia.

client “What piece would you pick?” That is such a

drawn to more classical art. This variety helps us

emerging artist. Chances are, if you find an emerg-

Whether you are a first time purchaser, serious col-

hard question to answer because purchasing art is

curate the gallery with something for everyone. The

ing artist whose work appeals to you, and you are

lector or just want to visit the gallery and peruse the

so personal. My role as gallery director is to hand

walls of the gallery reflect this range from oversized

passionate about their work, not only will you own

artwork, we welcome you to stop in and let us assist

select each artist, curate the gallery, and share the

abstracts by Joyce Howell, to tiny classical lamb por-

artwork that you will treasure, but it in the coming

you. We hope you will come and celebrate our

artists’ vision and history of the piece. I want to find

traits by Deb Kaylor. There is also a trend towards

years its value is likely to increase. I often hear our

One Year Anniversary on Thursday, April 30th with

pieces that resonate with our clients and collectors.

photography and photorealism; such as works by

clients say, “I wish I had bought one of Anne

a cocktail reception from 6pm-8pm. ,

My passion is to inform you, and assist you in find-

Dean West, Josef Hoflehner and Oriana Kacicek.

Neilson’s Angel Paintings years ago!”

Anne Neilson Fine Art is approaching its one
year anniversary.

ing art that enhances your life.

Anne Neilson Fine Art Gallery,

For those buyers who are new to collecting, or

Tucked away on a dead end street and some-

Anne Neilson Fine Art is located at
118 E. Kingston Avenue, Suite 16.
For more information, please visit
www.anneneilsonfineart.com
or call 980-253-9566.
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Josef Hoflenher | Jet Airliner #46

Oriana Kacicek | Yellow Pansies
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